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The Height of Flight
With the lightning-fast pace of modern business, executives
may be summoned to a meeting around the world with little
advance notice. Private jets offer the ultimate convenience, but
ownership and maintenance fees can be prohibitive, especially
in uncertain economic times. One pay-per-flight private jet
charter company, Chief Executive Air, has a solution. “Our clients lead busy lives and often require complete control of their
transportation, which can be a difficult standard to uphold when
booking commercial flights,” says President and CEO Jeffrey
Menaged. With worldwide access to more than 2,000 rigorously
inspected aircraft in three size classifications—light, midsize

and full-size (or heavy)—service is available for round-the-clock
travel to nearly any global destination. In addition to a customdesigned flight schedule, the private charter system also offers
extra security and privacy for elite or high-profile travelers, as
well as a range of luxurious amenities. “A personal concierge
handles all the flight arrangements and ensures guests have
everything they desire, from in-flight meals catered by Michelinstar chefs to customized iPods preloaded with their favorite
music,” notes Menaged. Reservations for domestic flights can
be made with as little as four hours’ notice, while international
bookings typically take a bit longer.
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Traveling at 12 m.p.h. in May 1899,
New York City cab driver Jacob
German was the first person ever
arrested for reckless driving.

for details on these and other services for business travelers,
turn to shops & Services (p. 38) or visit innewyork.com
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It’s departure day for your business trip.
You’ve got everything you need—suits,
presentation materials and golf clubs,
just in case you find time to play. The
only problem: carrying luggage, laptop
and other large items, not to mention
paying airline baggage fees and getting
it all through customs. Next time you
might consider calling Luggage Free, a
service that can ship your belongings
door-to-door to and from more than 120
countries. With a few hours’ notice in
the continental United States (24 hours
for international locations), a local agent
arrives at your home or hotel, wraps suitcases and other gear in protective plastic
and prepares any necessary documentation to ensure secure delivery to the final
destination. “We work with 14 carriers,
using the one with the strongest service in
a region,” says Jeff Boyd, the company’s
president. “Their familiarity with local
regulations allows us to guarantee a safe,
definite arrival.”

